
#

42

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6010 209 4.51 1.57 31 3/4 9 39.5 6.87 3.97 140" 16

SUMMARY

7th year Safety who has played in 90 games and started each one of them throughout his career. Has only
played under Defensive Coordinator, Dom Capers, where he is utilized as a starting safety that rolls with
coverages and plays both deep and near the LOS, and utilized as a nickel in sub packages. Good frame, length,
and solid hand size along with a combination of very good explosiveness, good play speed, good athleticism,
acceleration, body control, and solid strength. Possesses good mental processing ability to diagnose formations,
make coverage checks, and communicate them to teammates. Good LOS skills where he utilizes good hands,
lateral quickness, COD/transitions, and solid play strength to mirror and reroute in Press-man coverage
against receivers and TEs with good size, athleticism, and solid strength. In Off-man, good ability to read the
hips of a receiver to recognize breaks and accelerates with good burst to work to an intercept point at the top
of the route. Very good mental toughness in critical 3rd and 4th down situations and embraces Man coverages
challenges and good competitive toughness to limit production from an opponent’s #1 target. Solid range in
Cover 2 to play from the hash and work midfield to sideline. Good route recognition and hip reads to diagnose
receiver breaks at the top of the route, lower his COG and accelerate with very good explosiveness, good burst,
and solid straight-line speed to stay on top of the route and In-phase. Solid ball skills ,when In-phase, has a
good ability to lean and get his head around, locate the ball late, and make an aggressive and solid play on the
ball and a solid ability to intercept the ball when thrown inside his frame. When out of phase, displays good
recovery speed against opponents with good foot speed or lower, play through the hands with good timing to
disrupt the catch, and a solid ability to strip the ball out after the catch is completed. Good run support, displays 
very good competitive toughness and demonstrates a good ability to read run/pass keys, from the box, and
diagnose the run flow. Good ability to constrict the running lane by using proper leverage and good downhill
speed. Good play strength and power at the POA, engages blockers, keeps his feet moving, and sheds blocks
against opponents with solid play strength. Solid open field tackling, utilizes solid angles and leverage, hits
with power, and displays a good ability to drop his COG to square up, wrap up, and bring ball carriers with
good play strength to the ground. Very willing blitzer who understands cadences and has a good ability to
disguise blitzes. Good acceleration at the snap and has the ability to make linemen miss and put blockers with
solid play strength on skates. Good relentlessness and effort in his rush and always fights to finish the play.
Allows receivers with very good arm length to create operating space and separation at the top of routes due to
an inability to effectively get his hands on them due to his average arm length. Aggressiveness in jumping
routes can lead to big plays behind him when playing deep Zone coverage. Adequate range and angles in deep
Zone coverage to work to an intercept point downfield on corner and post routes and does not have good
straight-line speed to work from sideline to sideline when playing Single-high. Overall, a starting safety you can
win with and reliable in both the pass and run game and plays with very good competitive toughness and
effort. Most valuable near the LOS where he can utilize his very good explosiveness, good athleticism, mental
processing, and solid strength to make plays. Can roll to deep Zone coverage and play with solid straight-line
speed and range. Ability to be an emergency corner with his good Press-man and LOS skills. Adequate ability to
play the run from a deep Zone technique.

WORST Deep Angles, Single-High Zone Coverage

PROJECTION

Starting safety best utilized near the LOS where he can use his good athletic ability, mental 
processing, and effort to make plays in the passing game and run support. Can roll to deep 
zone in Cover 2 and play from midfield to sideline. Range is an issue in deep zone coverage 
when in single-high to make plays from sideline to sideline.

SCHEME FIT
Any attacking system that employs combination Man and Zone coverages where Safeties 
roll with different coverages and are utilizes directly in run support and in pass rush 
situations.

KEY STATS 2014: Led all DBs in the NFL with 130 TKLs. 2011: Career-high 3 INTs and 13 PBUs.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed 2016: vs. DAL, @ ATL, vs. IND, @ WASH, @ DET

BEST Mental Processing, Box Run Support, Tackling, Press Man Coverage

101 101 67 66% SS, FS

INJURIES
Has a history of calf and hamstring issues. 2016: Missed Week 3 (groin) 2015: missed 5 
games (left calf) 2014: Missed Week 8 (right calf) 2013: Missed 3 games (hamstring) 
2012: No Injuries 2011: No Injuries 2010: Torn left ACL in Week 4

GEORGIA TECH (GATC) 10-3rd-GB Green Bay Packers
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

DS Burnett, Morgan 1-13-89 (28) Janssen, Nick

COLLEGE YEAR – RD – TM TEAM
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